corpus of Serbian of the same size contains approximately 46.000 types ). Furthermore, the rate of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words is also much higher in case of morphologically rich languages. A number of solutions to this problem have been proposed, mostly based on modelling the statistics of subword units instead of words. Some of the proposed solutions even target South Slavic languages (Sepesy Maučec et al., 2003) , however, none of them results in a system of an accuracy sufficient for its practical usability. The impact of the problem with respect to TTS is related to the difficulty of accurate highlevel synthesis. For the text to be delivered to the listener as intelligible and naturalsounding speech, it has to be pre-processed, and most of the activities included require some kind of estimation of robust statistics of the language, as it will be explained in more detail in the following sections. As was the case with ASR, the size of the vocabulary leads to data sparsity, resulting in the need for significantly greater corpora sufficient for obtaining a language model of the same robustness in comparison to languages with a simpler system of morphological categories. When the four South Slavic languages used in the Western Balkans (namely: Serbian, Croatian, Bosnian, Macedonian) are examined, it can be seen that they exhibit extreme similarities at levels ranging from phonetic and morphological to syntactic and semantic. With the exception of Macedonian, all these languages have until recently been considered as variants of a single language (Serbo-Croatian). Owing to this fact, tools and procedures used for development of most of the resources originally developed for Serbian (including a morphological dictionary (Sečujski, 2002) , a morphologically annotated corpus ) and an expert system for part-of-speech tagging (Sečujski, 2005) ) were re-used to develop corresponding resources for the other languages. In some cases it was possible to easily create the resources for the other languages by simple modification of existing resources for Serbian, as will be explained in more detail in the following sections.
Text-to-Speech
This section will describe AlfaNum TTS, the first fully functional text-to-speech synthesiser in Serbian language, which has been adapted to Croatian, Bosnian and Macedonian as well. It is constantly being improved by introducing novel techniques both at high and low synthesis level (Sečujski et al., 2007) . The high-level synthesis module includes processing of text and its conversion into a suitable data structure describing speech signal to be produced. The output of the high-level synthesis module is a narrow phonetic transcription of the text, containing the information on the string of phonemes/allophones to be produced as well as all relevant prosody information, such as f 0 movement, energy contour and temporal duration of each phonetic segment. The principal modules of a high-level synthesis module are given in Fig. 1. 
High-level synthesis
The text preprocessing module is charged with conversion of text into a format more suitable for text analysis. The text to be preprocessed is usually in a plain format, not even tagged for ends of sentences, and it is up to the sentence boundary detection module to locate sentence boundaries, which is the first stage of preprocessing. Most practical systems use heuristic sentence division algorithms for this purpose, and although they can work very well provided enough effort was put in their development, they still suffer from the same problems of heuristic processes in general -they require a lot of hand-coding and domain knowledge on the part of the person developing the module. Besides neural networks and maximum entropy models, the framework of statistical classification trees can also be effectively used for this purpose, as was first shown in (Riley, 1989) . Furthermore, it can be made more powerful by introduction of specialised linguistically motivated features in tree construction. Although the sentence boundary detection module currently used within the AlfaNum TTS system (Sečujski et al., 2002) is a purely heuristic one, development of a treebased classifier for sentence boundary detection is under way. Further preprocessing stages include conversion of a long string of characters (including whitespaces) into lists of words. Texts, however, do not consist of orthographic words only, and all non-orthographic expressions have to be expanded into words. The preprocessor is thus also charged with processing of punctuation marks, handling acronyms and abbreviations and transcribing numbers into literals. Each of these problems represents a highly language-dependent research area. All of the preprocessing modules currently used by the AlfaNum TTS system for these purposes are of heuristic nature.
Another source of problems is that the surface form of a word is not always a sufficient source of information as to how the word should be read. There is a number of morphological and syntactical ambiguities to be resolved for the word to be read correctly. The critical properties of each word from the point of its conversion into speech are its phonetic transcription as well as the position of accent(s) within it. In the case of all of the aforementioned languages the task of phonetisation is (nearly) trivial, as in each of them one letter basically corresponds to one sounds. The phonology of these languages is rather complex as there are numerous interactions between phonemes at morpheme boundaries, however, almost all of these interactions are reflected in writing as well, and thus do not represent a problem as regards TTS. On the other hand, from the point of view of stress position and type, the situation is less favourable. For example, Serbian, Croatian and Bosnian have an extended system of accentuation, which, from the phonological point of view, has four accents divided into two groups according to their quantity and quality: longfall, short-fall, long-rise and short-rise, their exact realisation varying according to vernacular. Assigning an erroneous accent to a word would affect speech perception to the point that sometimes a completely different meaning would be perceived from the utterance. The accentuation of Macedonian is somewhat simpler. Besides recent loanwords, word stress in Macedonian is antepenultimate, which means that it falls on the third from last syllable in words with three or more syllables, and on the first syllable in other words. Thus, in most cases, reasonably correct pronunciation of a word does not require its full morpho-syntactic disambiguation.
In general, most of the morpho-syntactic disambiguation required for correct rendering of a word is done through part-of-speech (POS) tagging (although in the case of all of the aforementioned languages there is an occasional dependence of accent type or position on syntax as well). Within the POS tagging procedure, each word has to be assigned some specific additional information related to its morphological status, contained in a unique morphological descriptor or part-of-speech (POS) tag. In case of languages with complex morphology, such tags usually have specified internal structure, and their total number (tagset size) is much larger than in case of languages with simpler morphology (Hajič & Hladká, 1998) . This, in turn, leads to the well-known problem of data sparsity, i.e. the fact that the amount of training data necessary increases rapidly with tagset size, making highly accurate part-ofspeech taggers for such languages extremely hard to obtain. Whichever of the statistical tagging techniques is used, a number of modifications become necessary when dealing with highly inflective or agglutinative languages (Jurafsky & Martin, 2000) . The AlfaNum TTS system performs POS tagging by using a technique that is based on performing a beamsearch through a number of partial hypotheses, evaluating them with respect to a database of linguistic rules (Sečujski, 2005) . The basic set of rules were hand-coded, however, the database has since been significantly augmented using a transformational-based tagger. For any partial hypothesis to be considered, the system must know the possible tags for each surface form. However, they cannot be deduced from the surface form itself, which points to the conclusion that any strategy aiming at accurate POS tagging and accent assignment should rely on morphologically oriented dictionaries. Within this research, by using a software tool created for that purpose, the AlfaNum morphological dictionary of Serbian language was created, containing approximately 100.000 lexemes at this moment, i.e. approximately 3.9 million inflected forms. The research described in this chapter also required that an extensive part-of-speech tagged text corpus be built. Within this research, by using another software tool created for that purpose, the AlfaNum Text Corpus (ATC) was created and part-of-speech tagged, containing approximately 11.000 sentences with approximately 200.000 words in total. Based on the same principles, a Croatian dictionary of approximately the same size was subsequently developed.
Owing to extreme similarities of Serbian, Bosnian and Croatian, the Serbian and Croatian dictionaries are jointly used for tagging of Bosnian, and instead of full tagging of Macedonian, only stress assignment is carried out, according to the rule of the antepenultimate syllable and a dictionary of exceptions containing approximately 44.000 types. Each entry in the AlfaNum morphological dictionary of Serbian, besides the morphological descriptor, also contains the data related to the accentuation of the word, as well as the lemma (base form), which is useful for lemmatisation. The term entry thus denotes a particular inflected form of a word, together with the corresponding lemma, values of part-ofspeech and morphological categories, as well as its accent structure (a string of characters denoting accent type associated to each syllable). An example of an entry would be:
Morphological categories that are marked are dependent on the part-of-speech, and thus e.g. verbs are marked for tense/mood, gender, number and person, but only in case a particular category is applicable to the tense/mood in question. The example above represents a verb (V) in 1 st person (1) plural (p) of the future tense (b), whose surface form is uzećemo and whose base form is uzeti. The data related to accentuation are given in square brackets. In this way, all the inflected forms of words are present in the dictionary, and the task of partof-speech tagging of an unknown text amounts (in most cases) to the selection of the correct tag out of all possible tags provided by the dictionary, rather than actual morphological analysis of words. The dictionary was built in an efficient way using a software tool previously developed for that purpose (Sečujski, 2002) . This tool is based on direct implementation of inflectional paradigms of the Serbian language, and its application enables efficient input of complete paradigms instead of individual entries. When all the possible tags are provided by the dictionary, it remains to select the correct one. As it would be impossible to consider all tag combinations separately, an algorithm similar to dynamic programming is used, keeping the number of partial hypotheses under control. Let us consider a sentence W = w 1 w 2 ...w N . Each of the words w i has a corresponding tag list:
(1) and its actual tag t i is one of the t ij , j = 1, 2,... N i . Initially only the hypotheses of length one are considered, containing only the first word of the sentence:
In every following step of the algorithm, each variant of the next word is combined with each of the existing partial hypotheses. A set of all possible hypotheses of length two is thus:
Each time a new word is appended in such a way, the score of each hypothesis is recalculated, based on the likelihood that a word with such a tag can follow. If the number of all hypotheses exceeds a previously set limit L, only L hypotheses with highest scores are retained, and all the others are discarded. The procedure continues until all words are included and the hypothesis with the highest score is selected as the estimate of actual tag sequence T = t 1 t 2 ...t N . Fig. 2 shows an example of such analysis. The algorithm described here performs in time proportional to the length of the sentence, and one of its interesting features is that it produces partial results very quickly. The first word in the sentence is assigned its tag long before the analysis is over, which is consistent with the notion that, when reading a sentence, humans are usually able to start pronouncing it far before they reach its end, and that they organise the sentence into simple prosodic units which can be obtained from local analysis (Dutoit, 1999) . Furthermore, this feature of the algorithm is especially useful from the point of view of speech synthesis, because synthesis of the speech signal can start as soon as the first partial results are obtained, which minimises the delay introduced by POS tagging. The initial criteria for actual scoring of the hypotheses are based on rules defined according to the statistics of different parts-of-speech in Serbian language and grammatical rules found Fig. 2 . An example of a step in the disambiguation algorithm for the sentence "Velika gomila knjiga stoji na stolu". The diagram shows the situation after all the hypotheses of length two are considered, and three of them with lowest scores are to be discarded (in this example stack size limit is L = 12). in the literature. Further error-correcting rules have been discovered using the transformational-based part-of-speech tagger described in , and trained on individual sections of the AlfaNum Text Corpus. The tagger is based on the general transformation-based learning paradigm (Brill, 1992) , but enhanced with certain learning strategies particularly applicable to highly inflected languages ). Both hand-coded and automatically obtained rules are created following standard templates such as: Award n points to a partial hypothesis h = (w 1 , w 2 ,... w l ):
If w l is tagged t i and w l-1 is tagged t j and the value of a morphologic category c contained in the tag t i is the same (is not the same) as the value of the corresponding morphologic category contained in the tag t j • If w l is tagged t i and w l-1 is tagged t j and all of the values of morphologic categories c 1 , c 2 ,...c k contained in the tag t i are the same (are not the same) as the values of corresponding morphologic categories contained in the tag t j where n is assigned depending on the technique used. After the (presumably) correct tag sequence has been discovered, the next step consists of modifying accent patterns to account for occasional dependence of accent type and/or position on syntax, as described previously, and performing syntactic-prosodic parsing of the sentence (detecting prosodic events such as major and minor phrase breaks, setting sentence focus etc.). Both are currently done using heuristic algorithms, however, the development of a tree-based classifier which would be in charge of the latter is under way. This classifier will be trained on sections of the AlfaNum Text Corpus which are annotated for minor and major phrase breaks as well as sentence focus. It remains to assign each word its actual prosodic features, such as durations of each phonetic segment as well as f 0 and energy contours. In the version for the Serbian language, this is currently performed using regression trees trained on the same speech database used for speech synthesis. The section of the database used for training of regression trees is fully annotated with phone and word boundaries, positions of particular accent types and pro-sodic events such as major and minor phrase breaks and sentence focus. Separate regression trees are used for prediction of phonetic durations and for prediction of f 0 and energy contours. Owing to this approach, actual acoustic realisation of each accent in synthesised speech is expected to correspond to the most common realisation of the same accent in a phonetically and prosodically similar context in the speech database. The listening experiments carried out so far have confirmed the expectation that such an approach would lead to superior naturalness of synthetic speech in comparison with the previous version, which was based on heuristic assignment of predefined f 0 and energy contours corresponding to particular accentuation configurations (Sečujski et al., 2002) . The versions of the synthesiser for Croatian, Bosnian and Macedonian language still use the heuristic algorithm for prosody prediction, however, the Croatian synthesiser is expected to switch to regression-tree based prosody prediction soon, as prosodic annotation of the Croatian speech database is currently under way. As was the case with morphological dictionaries, significant experience in creation of other resources for the Serbian language will certainly contribute to efficient creation of appropriate resources for other kindred languages as well.
Low-level synthesis
The term low-level synthesis refers to the actual process of producing a sound that is supposed to imitate human speech as closely as possible, based on the output of the high-level synthesis module described in the previous subsection. In all of the available versions of the system, the concatenative approach has been used as being the simplest and at the same time offering high intelligibility and reasonably high flexibility in modifying prosodic features of available phonetic segments prior to synthesis (Sečujski et al., 2002) . The AlfaNum R&D team has recently recorded a new speech database containing 10 hours of speech from a single speaker (instead of a 2.5 hour database previously used), and so far annotated approximately 3 hours of it using visual software tools specially designed for that purpose (Obradović & Pekar, 2000) . By keeping score of the identity of each phone in the database and its relevant characteristics (such as the quality of articulation, nasalisation and vocal fry), use of phones in less than appropriate contexts was discouraged, which further contributed to overall synthesised speech quality. Unlike most other synthesisers developed for kindred languages so far, the AlfaNum TTS engine can use larger speech segments from the database, according to both phonetic and prosodic requirements, and select them at runtime in order to produce the most intelligible and natural-sounding utterance for a given plain text (Beutnagel et al., 1999) . The full increase in synthesis quality is yet to come after the remaining 7 hours of speech are annotated. According to differences between the existing and the required values of parameters previously defined, each speech segment which can be extracted and used for synthesis is assigned target cost, and according to differences at the boundaries between two segments, each pair of segments which can be concatenated is assigned concatenation cost. Target cost is the measure of dissimilarity between existing and required prosodic features of segments, including duration, f 0 , energy and spectral mismatch. Concatenation cost is the measure of mismatch of the same features across unit boundaries. The degree of impairment of phones is also taken into account when selecting segments, as explained previously. The task of the synthesiser is to find a best path through a trellis which represents the sentence, that is, the path along which the least overall cost is accumulated. The chosen path determines which segments are to be used for concatenation, as shown in Fig. 3 denoting segment costs and c ij,pq denoting concatenation costs. Segment modifications related to smoothing and prosody manipulation are carried out using the TD-PSOLA algorithm.
In a version which is currently under development, an alternative to the TD-PSOLA lowlevel synthesis algorithm is being introduced -HMM based synthesis (Tokuda et al., 2000) . Segmental intelligibility tests have still to be carried out, yet the first results seem to be encouraging.
Automatic speech recognition
AlfaNum automatic speech recognition (ASR) system as well as most of state-of-the-art systems is based on hidden Markov models (HMM). State emitting probabilities are modelled by Gaussian mixture models (GMM), with each Gaussian distribution defined by its mean and full covariance matrix. The parameters of each Gaussian in GMM are estimated using the Quadratic Bayesian classifier (Webb, 1999) , which is a generalisation of the standard K-means classification iterative procedure. The goal of decoding in the AlfaNum ASR systems is to find the most probable word sequence corresponding to the input speech, as well as a confidence measure for each recognition. Viterbi algorithm is used for a search for the most probable word sequence. To accelerate the search procedure, beam search and Gaussian selection (Janev et al., 2008) are used.
Speech corpus
One of the first steps in development of an ASR system is speech corpus acquisition. Since 1998 a speech corpus has been developed for Serbian according to the SpeechDat(E) standard (Delić, 2000) . It contains utterances from about 800 native speakers (400 male and 400 female), which have been recorded via the public switched telephone network. Today, the corpus volume is about 12 hours of speech (silent and damaged segments are excluded). A section of the corpus, containing 30 minutes of speech from about 180 speakers (100 male and 80 female), is used as the test set for the experiments. Transcriptions are at the phone level, and boundaries between phones are corrected manually (Obradović & Pekar, 2000) . The language of the speech corpus is Serbian, but it is used for development of ASR applications in Croatian and Bosnian as well, since the phonetic inventories of these kindred languages are practically identical, with minor variations in pronunciation of certain phonemes.
Acoustic models
For the purposes of ASR, several changes had to be introduced into the phonetic inventory of the Serbian language. Instead of the standard 5 vowels in Serbian i.e. /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/ and /u/ (IPA notation), two sets containing 5 long and 5 short vowels are taken into consideration. This distinction has been motivated by the fact that short vowels usually do not reach its target position. A vowel is marked as long, if its duration is longer than 75 ms and its average energy is greater than 94% of average vowel energy in the utterance containing the vowel, otherwise the vowel is marked as short. Phone /ə/ is regarded as a standard vowel as well. Moreover, closure and explosion (friction) of stops (affricates) are modelled separately in order to obtain more precise initial models. These models will be referred as sub-phones in further text. Acoustic features of phone are influenced by articulatory properties of nearby phones, and this influence is called coarticulation. In order to capture acoustic variations of phone caused by coarticulation, triphone (context dependent phone/sub-phone) is used as basic modelling unit (Young et. al., 1994) . Introducing sub-phone models results in the slightly complex procedure for conversion of words into appropriate sequence of triphones, where sub-phone models are treated as a single phone. Silence and non-speech sounds (various types of impulse noise) are modelled as context independent units. The number of HMM states per model is proportional to the average duration of all the instances of the corresponding phone in the training database (e.g. long vowels are modelled by five states and stop explosions by only one state). On this way slightly better modelling of path in feature space is achieved at the cost of reducing the number of observations per state. The number of mixtures per HMM state is determined semi-automatically. It gradually increases until the average log likelihood on the validation set starts to decrease or the maximum number of mixtures for the given state is reached. Maximum number of mixtures per state depends on which model that state belongs. For example, models for fricatives /s/ and /∫/ have fewer mixtures per state than vowels, because the coarticulation effects on these fricatives are smaller than on vowels. Using triphones instead of monophones leads to a very large set of models and insufficient training data for each triphone. All HMM state distributions would be robustly estimated if sufficient observations were available for each state. This could be achieved by extending the training corpus or by including observations related to acoustically similar states. The second solution, known as tying procedure, was chosen as being less expensive, even though it generates some suboptimal models.
Tying procedure
The main issue in the tying procedure is how to define acoustically similar states. The vocal articulators are moved at relatively slow speeds and do not remain in the steady positions through the duration of a phone. They are moving from the position required to articulate the preceding phone to the position required for the successive phone, via the position needed for the current phone. Therefore, acoustically similar states are the states of the same phone at the same position in HMM (left-to-right model topology is used), which have phones with a similar place and manner of articulation in their context. The level of the state similarity depends on the similarity of its contexts. The previous phone has more influence on the initial HMM states than on the final HMM states, and subsequent phone has more influence on the final states than on the initial. Hence the position of the state in HMM defines the importance of the context. For the initial state, and all states close to it, the left context is more important, and for the final state, all states close to it and central state (if such a state exists) the right context is more important (See example in Fig. 4.) . It is obvious that the states with the same more important context and a different less important context are more similar than vice versa (Young et. al., 1994) . Fig. 4 . Left-to-right HMM topology with 4 emitting states. Important context for states 1 and 2 is left, and for states 3 and 4 is right context.
For the tying procedure, it is necessary to define phone similarity. Definition of phone similarity is based on our linguistic knowledge about the place and manner of articulation of the phone. Fig. 5 . illustrates similarity level tree. IPA notation is used for the phone labels. Non-speech sounds like silence, background noise and unarticulated sounds are marked by 'sil', 'int' and 'unk', respectively. The tying procedure (Fig. 6) is applied only to the states with an insufficient number of observations. Mark with Si the i-th HMM state of the phone Ph (i is the indicator of state position in left-to-right HMM topology as well 
S1
S2 S3 S4 Fig. 6 . Flowchart of the tying procedure.
modelling the phone Ph being in different contexts. The algorithm starts with the states whose more important context is MIC and the less important context is any phone in parent node of the phonetic similarity tree for the phone LIC. If in this attempt the sufficient number of observations is not obtained, the algorithm extends the search to states belonging to the i-th state of the phone Ph whose more important context is MIC and less important context is any phone contained by one step higher parent node containing the phone LIC. The previous step is repeated until the sufficient number of observations is obtained or the root node is reached. If the root node is reached and a sufficient number of observations is not, then the algorithm tries to borrow additional observations from the i-th state of the phone Ph, whose the less important context is arbitrary and the more important context is any phone in the parent node containing phone MIC. If in this attempt a sufficient number of observations is not obtained, the algorithm extends the search on states, which belong to the i-th state of the phone Ph whose less important context is arbitrary and more important context is any phone in the one step higher parent node containing phone MIC. The previous step is repeated until a sufficient number of observations is obtained or the root node is reached . The state-of-the-art ASR systems based on HMM and GMM are sensitive to differences in training and test conditions, which result in serious degradations of performance (Molau, 2003; Benzeghiba et al., 2006) . One of the common methods to reduce spectral variations caused by different vocal tract length and shape is vocal tract length normalisation (VTN).
Vocal tract length normalisation
There are several algorithms proposed in the literature. There are two approaches based on: i) formant position and ii) maximum likelihood criterion. The goal of the algorithms based on formant position is to find spectrum frequency warping function which map average (sample mean or median) formant position of some speaker into average formant position of universal speaker (Gouvea & Stern, 1997; Jakovljević et al., 2006) . On the other hand, the goal of the algorithms based on the maximum likelihood criterion is to find spectrum frequency warping function, which transforms feature vectors of some speaker on the way which leads to increased theirs likelihood on the universal speaker model (Lee & Rose, 1996; Welling at al., 1999) . Modification of this approach is presented in (Miguel et al., 2008) where this transformation is incorporated into a so called 2-D HMM model. The work presented in this chapter is based on (Welling et al., 1999) . Piecewise linear spectrum warping function is chosen as the most effective one and its implementation the simplest one. It is defined as:
where ω is the original frequency and ω α scaled frequency and α VTN coefficient. In order to reduce search space, VTN coefficients are discrete and usually take values from 0.88 up to 1.12 with step 0.02. The criterion to choose VTN coefficient is:
where X r,α are all feature vectors which belong to the speaker r normalised by the VTN coefficient α, and W r are the corresponding transcriptions, and λ k model of the universal speaker.
The training procedure can be summarised into two steps: 1. VTN coefficient estimation for each speaker in the training phase; 2. Training of HMM models which will be used in the recognition process. Additionally, the test procedure basing on a multiple pass strategy includes three steps: 1. Initial recognition of the original (unnormalised) sequence of the feature vectors using a speaker independent model set. The output consists of initial transcription and phoneme boundaries; 2. VTN estimation using initial transcription generated in the previous step. The procedures of VTN coefficient estimation are the same as those in the training process. Note that estimation of VTN coefficients in the test procedure is burdened with additional uncertainty because initial transcriptions and phone boundaries can be incorrect (which is not the case in the training phase); 3. Final recognition of the sequence of feature vectors normalised by the VTN coefficient estimated in the previous step. The VTN coefficients are estimated by using a speaker independent ASR system trained on the normalised features.
The models with one Gaussian per HMM state are chosen as models for VTN estimation, because of their general nature and the fact that they do not adapt to the features of a particular speaker, unlike HMM models with more than one Gaussian mixture per state (Welling et al., 1999) . We claim that the disadvantage of the standard procedure for VTN coefficient estimation defined by (5) is it's favouring of longer and more frequent phonemes (their frames are dominant in likelihood estimation of the sequence). Here we suggest several optional criteria. For the sake of convenience the method described by (5) in the further text will be referred to as M0.
In order to eliminate the influence of phone duration on VTN coefficient estimation, the value which maximises average likelihood per phone instance should be used as VTN coefficient. The term "phone instance" stands for one particular realisation of corresponding phoneme in the speech corpus. This criterion can be summarised as: where P n (X n,r,a |W n ; λ k ) is the likelihood of the phone instance W n on the universal model set λ k and the observations belonging to the given phone instance X n,r,a , N pi is the number of the all phone instances belonging to the speaker r. The scaling factor 1/N pi is not essential, but for comparison of the average values between different speakers it is. The likelihood of the phone instance can be calculated as sample mean or sample median of the likelihoods of the observations belonging to the phone instance. The first variant in the further text will be referred to as M1 and the second as M2. Favouring phonemes with more instances in the corpus was motivated by the idea to choose a VTN which results in higher likelihood for a larger number of phone instances, and in vowels as most frequent phonemes. The weakness of this method is that it does not result in the optimal increase of word sequence likelihood, since phone instances of longer durations have greater influence than phone instances of shorter durations. Note that the goal of training and test (decoding) procedure is to obtain the maximum likelihood of word sequence. The motivation for M2 method is similar to the one for the M1 method, with an additional aim of experimenting with robust methods for estimation of likelihood of phone instances. With the use of sample median instead of sample mean the influence of extremely low and high values of feature vector likelihood is eliminated.
In order to eliminate the influence of phone duration and frequency in VTN coefficient estimation, the value which maximises average likelihood per phoneme should be used as the VTN coefficient. The likelihood per phoneme represents the average of the likelihoods of all feature vectors belonging to the given phoneme. We proposed four variants which differ in the way how average likelihood per phone and average phone likelihood is calculated. The method, which is in further text referred to as M3, calculates both average likelihood per phoneme and average phoneme likelihood as sample mean. The method referred as M4 is similar to the M3, but it calculates average phoneme likelihood as sample median. The methods referred to as M5 and M6 are similar to the M3 and M4 respectively, but they calculate average likelihood per phoneme as sample median. None of the methods M3-M6 results in the increase of the likelihood of word sequence. The M4 method represents a robust version of the M3 method. The explanation is the same as the one for the M2 method. The M5 and M6 methods represent robust versions of the M3 and M4 methods respectively. The use of sample median instead of sample mean results in the elimination of influence of extremely low and high values of phoneme likelihoods. None of the proposed methods take into consideration non-speech, damaged segments and segments with occlusions of plosives and affricates. All of them use the same initial model set (with one Gaussian per state). All final model sets have the same topology i.e. the number of models, states and mixtures. The standard features used in VTN estimation procedure are the same as the features used in the recognition process. This approach is based on the reasoning that a VTN coefficient should reduce inter-cluster variations for both static and dynamic features, although the theoretical motivation for VTN includes only spectrum envelope modifications (static features). However, in the histogram which represents the frequency of the VTN coefficients in the training corpus, there is a significant peak at 1.04 for the female speakers, as shown in Fig. 7 . The analysis of the causes which lead to the peak at 1.04 in the histogram included the analysis of the curves describing the dependency of average likelihood on VTN coefficients. These are the curves used for VTN estimation (the estimated value of a VTN coefficient is the point where the curve reaches its maximum). These curves for a majority of the female speakers with estimated VTN value equal to 1.04, are bimodal (two close local maxima, as shown in Fig. 8. a) ) instead of unimodal (only one local maximum, as shown in Fig. 8. b) ), the latter being expected as more common. Excluding dynamic features from the VTN estimation procedure results in a unimodal shape of the decision curves for all speakers. The values of word error rate WER on the standard test corpus for all estimation methods are presented in Table 1 . The cases when only static and both static and dynamic features are used are given in the first and second row, respectively. The results show that if dynamic features are omitted, the WER is smaller for a majority of the proposed methods of VTN estimation. In the case of M6 method, the opposite result is caused by smaller efficiency of the sample median in the test phase. The same holds for the M5 method, but the result was not contrary to the majority. The motivation to explore the necessity for the iterative VTN coefficient estimation in the training phase is based on the fact that initial results showed significant differences depending on whether an HMM set, used for the VTN estimation, was trained on the normalised or on the unnormalised set of features. The results are shown in Table 2 . Note that both HMM sets used in the VTN estimation procedure have the same complexity i.e. they consist of a single Gaussian density per triphone state. These differences suggest that VTN values estimated in the training phase could be improved (so as to result in a lower WER), suggesting that an iterative procedure should be adopted. The iterative procedure can be summarised into the following three steps:
1. An HMM set λ k , in the k-th iteration step, containing triphone states with a single Gaussian density, is trained on the feature vectors normalised by appropriate VTN coefficients for each speaker. The VTN coefficient values are in the initial step equal to 1 for all speakers and in the other steps equal to the values estimated in the previous step. 2. For each speaker in r the training corpus, a VTN coefficient α r is chosen as the value which maximises the average likelihood per observation or phone instance or phoneme depending of method (M0-M6). 3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until the number of changes or average change becomes sufficiently small. In this paper, the stopping condition is satisfied when the average change of VTN coefficients becomes smaller than one half of the VTN coefficient step (i.e. 0.01). Table 3 . Performance of the analysed system and its relative improvement in comparison to three referent systems (REF1, REF2, original M0). The method M0, whose performance is shown in the table, is different from the original M0 in that it uses only static features and iterative procedure for VTN estimation.
The complete results are presented in Table 3 . The first referent system (REF1) represents a speaker independent ASR system. The complexity of this system is the same as the complexity of all systems which used VTN. The second referent system (REF2) is a gender dependent ASR system, with slightly smaller complexity than the other ASR systems which are analysed. The remaining systems include VTN estimation, differing between themselves in the type of VTN estimation used. Their relative improvements (RI) in comparison to REF1, REF2 and basic M0 method proposed in (Welling et al., 1999) are presented in the last three columns of Table 3 , respectively. All VTN system results in significant RI comparing to the referent systems REF1 and REF2. VTN methods M1 and M2 achieve the best performance, but McNemar test (Gillick & Cox, 1989) shows that the differences are not statistically significant in comparison to the method M0 (only static features and iterative VTN estimation procedure), M4 and M5. Some of the proposed VTN estimation methods results in noteworthy RI comparing to baseline VTN methods (see RI3 for M1 and M2). These differences are proved statistically significant by McNemar test. A possible explanation could be that vowels are frequent phonemes and they contain more information about vocal tract length then other phonemes. The VTN estimation methods which disregard frequency and duration of phonemes (M3-M6) demonstrate significant variations in WER depending on whether the sample mean or the median is used. These variations are probably the result of an insufficient number of instances in the test phase. The results of the experiments with fast VTN tests support the previous statement (Jakovljević, 2009) . The improvement in the case of M4 and M6 is minor, which can be explained by small efficiency of sample median used for estimation of average phone likelihood on the test set.
Gaussian selection
In order to obtain a high level of accuracy, HMM based CSR systems typically use continuous densities. Most of them tend to operate several times slower than real time which eventually makes them too slow for any real-time application. In such systems, calculation of state likelihoods makes up a significant proportion (between 30-70%) of the computational load. Actually, each state usually contains a significant number of Gaussian components in the corresponding mixture that are all separately evaluated in order to determine the overall state likelihood. Many techniques could be applied in order to reduce the computations required. Some of them target dimensionality reduction (like linear discriminant analysis or heteroscedastic linear discriminant analysis), some of them tying of acoustical states (semi-continuous HMM models), and there is also a number of fast Gaussian Selection (GS) methods that for each frame obtain the desired set of baseline Gaussians to be calculated exactly, based on a pre defined data structure. Of course, the goal is to increase the speed of speech recognition system without degrading the recognition accuracy. There are two distinct classes of GS methods: bucket box intersection (Woszczyna et al., 1997) and clustering (Bocchieri, 1993) , (Knill et al., 1996) , (Knill et al., 1999) . We developed our own GS method, which is described in detail in (Janev et al., 2008) . The basic idea behind the clustering GS method is to form hyper-mixtures by clustering close baseline Gaussian components into a single group (clusters) by means of Vector Quantisation (VQ) assigning to each cluster unique hyper-density (almost always Gaussian) with parameters estimated in the appropriate way. In the decoding process, only those baseline Gaussian components belonging to clusters with corresponding hyper-densities whose "distance" to the particular speech frame is above predefined threshold are calculated directly, while the likelihood of others are floored with some approximate values. It significantly improves computational efficiency with relatively small degradation in recognition performances (Janev et al., 2008) . There is no problem if the overlaps between Gaussian components are small, and their variances are of the same range. However, in real case, there are numerous models which do not fit this profile. Actually, significant overlapping between Gaussian components is common situation in CSR systems. Baseline VQ based Gaussian selection is based on (Bocchieri, 1993) . Actually, during the training phase the acoustical space is divided up into a set of VQ regions. Each Gaussian component (mixture) is then assigned to one or more VQ codewords (VQ Gaussian mixture clustering). During the recognition phase, the input feature vector is vector quantised, i.e. the vector is mapped to a single VQ codeword. The likelihood of each Gaussian component in this codeword shortlist is computed exactly, whereas for the remaining Gaussian components the likelihood is floored i.e. approximated with some back-off value. The clustering divergence that we have used in VQ based approach was of course different than the one that used in (Bocchieri, 1993) because it is not suitable enough for application with full covariance Gaussians. It was taken from the more theoretical works presented in (Goldberg et al., 2005) and (Banerjee et al., 2005) . It is the most appropriate and theoretically motivated approach for the simplification of a large Gaussian mixture (with large number of components) into smaller (Shinoda et al., 2001) , (Simonin et al., 1998) , which is a significant part of the problem in the GS clustering approach. It can be showed that generalised kmeans clustering leads to the local minimum of the target function that represents symmetric KL divergence between the baseline Gaussian mixture f and its simplification g:
where f i and g j are components of mixtures f and g, and a i is the occupance of f i . This is actually a generalisation of the well known Lindo-Buzo-Gray algorithm (Knill et al., 1996) , (Lindo et al., 1995) . The algorithm actually obtains the local minimum of D(f||g) by
The term W f is the pool covariance matrix of the f-th cluster, while w m is the mixture cluster occupancy (the whole concept could be given strait forward in the terms of soft posterior probabilities obtained using Baum Welch algorithm, but are omitted for the simplicity as in (Janev et al., 2008) ). The main idea how to decrease the influence of significant overlapping of baseline Gaussians is for GS process to be driven by the eigenvalues of covariance matrices of Gaussians to be selected. The basic idea is to group the baseline Gaussian components on the basis of their eigenvalues into several groups, before the actual VQ clustering is applied on each group separately. The method is referred as Eigenvalues Driven Gaussian Selection (EDGS). If the baseline VQ clustering is performed on the whole set of Gaussian components, then at the end of the procedure, in some cluster, there could be both components for which the eigenvalues of covariance matrices are predominantly large, and those for which the eigenvalues of covariance matrices are predominantly small. This is especially the case if the degree of Gaussian components overlapping is high, because many low-variance mixtures could be masked by high-variance ones and thus assigned to the same cluster. This comes as a consequence of the use of symmetric KL clustering distance, more precisely, its Mahalanobis component. As a result, the covariance matrix of the hyper-Gaussian that corresponds to a cluster can have predominantly large eigenvalues, although there are many baseline Gaussian components belonging to that cluster with predominantly small eigenvalues of covariance matrices. Baseline Gaussian components are masked by high-variance ("wide") ones, thus in the decoding process the following can happen. If the likelihood of a hyper-Gaussian evaluated on the input vector is above the predefined threshold, all baseline components in the cluster will be evaluated for that particular input vector. The performance of a Gaussian selection procedure is assessed in terms of both recognition performance and reduction in the number of Gaussian components calculated. Reduction is described by the computation fraction CF, given as CF = (G new + R comp )/G full , where G new and G full are the average number of Gaussians calculated per frame in the VQGS and the full system respectively, and R comp is the number of computations required for the system to calculate log-likelihoods of hyper-mixtures in order to decide whether the mixtures belonging to that cluster will be evaluated or not. The evaluation will include even those mixtures with low likelihood values that should have been excluded from the evaluation in order to obtain a sufficient reduction in computational load and at the same time not to change WER significantly. The result is the increase in both CF and WER. It is essentially for EDGS to work that we keep the average number of baseline components in cluster n avr reasonably small. Nevertheless, the similar constraint must also be met in order to obtain satisfactory recognition accuracy of any GS system. As a result of situations when low-variance ("narrow") components are masked by highvariance ("wide") ones, in the decoding process the following can happen. If the likelihood of a hyper-Gaussian evaluated on the input vector is above the predefined threshold, all the baseline components in the cluster will be evaluated for that particular input vector. The evaluation will include even those components with low likelihood values that should have been excluded from the evaluation in order to obtain a sufficiently low CF and at the same time not to change WER significantly. The result is the increase in both CF and WER. Thus, EDGS proceeds with the combining of the most significant eigenvalues of the baseline Gaussian covariance matrices in order to group them in the predefined number of groups, prior to the execution of the VQ clustering on each group separately. The largest eigenvalues are the most important for mixture grouping and their relative importance decreases with their value. For the aggregation of the value on the base on which the particular Gaussian component is to be grouped, we have proposed the usage of Ordered Weighted Average OWA aggregation operators (Janev et al., 2008) . The idea is to give more weight to more significant (larger) eigenvalues in the aggregation process, thus optimising the OWA weights. They are to be applied to the particular eigenvalues vector λ = (λ 1 ,…, λ p ) in the following way: 
where 0 ≤ λ σ(1) ≤ …≤ λ σ(p) . Depending on the OWA values, mixtures are divided into groups. The coefficients ω ∈ R p satisfy the constrains that 0 ≤ ω j ≤ 1 and they sum to one. The OWA operators provide a parameterised family of aggregation operators which include many of the well known operators such as the maximum, the minimum, k-order statistics, median and the arithmetic mean. They can be seen as a parameterised way to interpolate between the minimum and the maximum value in an aggregation process. In this particular application, the applied operator should be somewhat closer to max(·) in order to favour more significant eigenvalues in the grouping process. The method to optimally obtain OWA coefficients introduced in (Yager, 1988) 
thus obtaining the Constrained Nonlinear Programming (CNP) problem (O'Hagan, 1988) . For finding the optimal weights ω opt , any standard method can be used (Biggs, 1975) , (Coleman et al., 1996) . In the sequel, we give the baseline VQGS and EDGS algorithms as follows: VQGS Initialisation:
• For predefined n avr and the overall number of mixtures M, calculate the number of clusters as: N hpc = |X| ={M/n avr }. To all mixtures θ j , j = 1,…M assign a corresponding hyper-mixture χ (j) in the current k-th iteration as: χ (j) =argmin d(θ j , χ), where d(·,·) is symmetric KL divergence.
•
Evaluate hyper-mixture parameters c f and Σ f using ML estimates (8), (9) and (10), to obtain X (k) • If any cluster "runs out" of mixtures, set N hpc = N hpc -C for the next iteration, where C is the number of such clusters. Until D average < ε, for D average defined by (7).
EDGS:
Initialisation:
• Specify the number of groups G. • Using any CNP method, obtain optimal OWE weights for predefined maxness α∈[0,1] as: ω opt = argmax D(ω), satisfying constraints M(ω) = α, that 0 ≤ ω j ≤ 1 and they sum to one.
•
For ω opt , determine the group threshold vector (elements are group borders) τ = [τ max (1) ,… τ max (G-1) ], and set τ min (g+1) = 0, τ max (g) = = ∞. The group borders should satisfy the constraint: τ max (g+1) = τ max (g) , for g = 1,…,G-2, where τ max (1) is obtained heuristically. Mixture Grouping: For every i = 1,…,M, for mixture θ i do: • Obtain eigenvalues λ (i) = (λ 1 (i) ,…, λ p (i) ).
Assign θ i to the group giff: OWEω opt (λ (i) ) ∈[τ min (g) , τ max (g) ) Perform baseline VQGS method on every group separately to obtain clusters with mixtures and corresponding hyper-mixtures. The decoding process is given as follows Decoding: For all observations x t , t = 1,…,N, where N is the number of observations in the testing process do for every cluster C k , k=1,…,N hpc do:
• Evaluate log-likelihood ln f(x t , χ (k) ), where χ (k) is the hyper-mixture that corresponds to cluster C k .
If ln f(x t , χ (k) ) >θ, where θ is a predefined likelihood threshold, evaluate the exact likelihood for all mixtures that belong to the cluster C k . Else, set all belonging mixture log-likelihoods to ln f(x t , Θ (k) ) where Θ (k) ) is the Gaussian mixture with centroid c k and covariance matrix W k defined by (10).
Conclusion
Both ASR and TTS systems described in this chapter have been originally developed for the Serbian language. However, linguistic similarities among South Slavic languages have allowed the adaptation of this system to other South Slavic languages, with various degrees of intervention needed. As for ASR, adaptation to Bosnian and Croatian was very simple (due to extreme similarity of phonetics), whereas for Macedonian it was necessary to develop separate speech databases. The actual procedures used for ASR were almost identical in all cases. While well known algorithms were used for model training and testing, in this chapter only the original algorithms are presented. The VTN procedure based on the use of the iterative method and only static features for VTN coefficient estimation shows significant improvement in comparison to the common VTN procedure. The eigenvalue driven Gaussian selection significantly reduce computational load with minor increase of WER. Neither of the proposed algorithms is language dependent. As for TTS, conversion of an arbitrary text into intelligible and natural-sounding speech has proven to be a highly language-dependent task, and the degree of intervention was variable and depended on specific properties of a particular language. For example, the simplicity of accentuation in Macedonian has allowed POS tagging and syntactic parsing to be avoided altogether, at the price of certain impairment in quality of synthesis. On the other hand, for Croatian and Bosnian, it was also necessary to build new accentuation dictionaries and to revise the expert system for POS tagging in order to assign words their appropriate accentuation, necessary for production of natural sounding speech. It can be concluded that, in spite of the apparent language dependence of both principal speech technologies, some of their segments can be developed in parallel or re-used. The ASR and TTS systems described here are widely applied across the Western Balkans. In fact, practically all applications of speech technologies in the countries of the Western Balkans (Pekar et al., 2010) are based on ASR and TTS components described in this chapter.
Directions for future work
The team at the University of Novi Sad is a core of a greater multidisciplinary team in Serbia, whose aim is to further increase the quality of synthesised speech and the accuracy and robustness of ASR. The ultimate goal is to incorporate ASR and TTS into (multimodal) spoken dialogue systems, to expand ASR to larger vocabularies and spontaneous speech, not only in Serbian but in other South Slavic languages as well. Development of speech technologies for a language represents a contribution to the preservation of the language, overcoming language barriers and exploiting all the benefits coming from the use of speech technologies in one's native language.
